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Parashat Emor

(The Torah tells the story of a man, the son of Shlomit bat Divri,
who cursed Hashem.)

 {`i-i:ck}dẌ ¦̀ d̈ o ¤A aŸT¦I ©e ...i ¦x §v ¦n Wi ¦̀  o ¤A `Ed §e zi¦l ¥̀ §x §U¦i dẌ ¦̀  o ¤A `¥v¥I©e
.oc̈ d ¥H ©n§l i ¦x §a ¦C z ©A zi ¦nŸl §W FO ¦̀  m ¥W §e...l¥N ©w§i ©e m ¥X ©d z ¤̀  zi¦l ¥̀ §x §U¦I ©d

{24:10-11} The son of an Israelite woman, and he was the son of an Egyptian man
went out... And the son of the Israelite woman pronounced the [Divine] Name and

cursed...His mother's name was Shelomit the daughter of Divri, of the tribe of
Dan.

(Rashi explains why the name of this man’s mother is specified in
the Torah.)

.dp̈Ff dz̈§id̈ DC̈©a§l `i¦d¤W x©nFl ,Ff̈l aEzM̈©d Dn̈§q§x¦R¤W l¥̀ẍŸ§y¦i l¤W og̈§a¦W
It is the praise of Israel that Scripture publicizes this one woman, for it tells us that
she alone [among all the women of Israel] was [involved in an] illicit relationship.

In order to ask our question, we must preface two points:

a. It is difficult for an individual, let alone an entire nation, to be
totally free of sexual impropriety.  As Rashi writes in Parashat R’eh {12:28},
“Sexual impropriety is a sin for which a person’s soul naturally lusts.” 

b. B’nei Yisrael, during their exile in Egypt, were not on a very high spiritual level.
In Parashat B’Shalach {14:19}, the Torah describes the scene when the Egyptian
army caught up to B’nei Yisrael at Yam Suf.  Rashi expains there that the spiritual
level of B’nei Yisrael was so low that “at that moment, the Israelites were being
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judged [by G-d] whether to be saved or to perish with the Egyptians.”

Based on this, how were B’nei Yisrael--with the exception of one woman--able
to stay free of any sexual impropriety during their years of exile in Egypt?

As has been explained previously, most of Rashi’s comments
have a source in Midrash or Talmud; Rashi’s genius was in his
selection and adaptation of the sources.  Therefore, when faced
with a difficult Rashi comment, examine Rashi’s Midrashic

or Talmudic source. 

Rashi’s source for his comment about Shlomit bat Divri is in
Midrash Rabah Va’yikra [32:5].  The Midrash includes the
comment about Shlomit bat Divri in the larger context of the
redemption from Egypt:

Because of four things Israel was redeemed from Egypt:
a. they did not change their [Hebrew] names;
b. they did not change their [Hebrew] language;
c. they did not speak lashon hara (slanderous speech)
d. there was not found among them anyone who was guilty of

                        sexual impropriety [except Shlomit bat Divri].

The common denominator of these four merits is that they are all concerned with
the singularity of Israel: its singularity in the sense of being separate and distinct
from the Egyptians, and in the sense of being unified as a single unit.

The first two items are obvious; by not changing their names or their language,
B’nei Yisrael promoted their separateness from the Egyptians and their cohesion as
a unified group.  The third item--not speaking lashon hara about each
other--promoted their cohesion as a unit, and thereby their ability to resist
assimilation into the idolatrous Egyptian culture.

The fourth item--refraining from sexual impropriety--can also be seen in this light.
B’nei Yisrael  in Egypt did not refrain from sexual impropriety in order to enhance
their purity and sancity1, but rather to preserve their identity.

1. See Rashi on Vayikra 19:2. 
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CONCLUSION

A Jew is always a Jew, no matter how much he might sin.  One’s children,
however, are another matter.  A child born of a Jewish father and a non-Jewish
mother is not a Jew; a child born of a Jewish mother and a non-Jewish father is a
Jew, but is called pagum, “faulty”2; and a child born of adultery or of incest is
considered a mamzer and may not marry a regular Jew.   A person’s illicit
relationships can damage and even ruin the Jewishness of his or her children.

This, it can be posited, is why B’nei Yisrael in Egypt were so careful about sexual
impropriety--in order to preserve their Jewish identity and singularity.  Although
this is difficult, and although their spiritual level was not generally high, they
understood that their most important goal in exile was to preserve their Jewish
identity and unity.  The key to their eventual redemption was “simply” to preserve
their identity as Israel, and so they concentrated extraordinary efforts to do so. 

An examination of Rashi’s Midrashic sources can help us to
understand Rashi’s comments. 

 

2. Ramban (on verse 10) writes that the French Rabbis (such as Rashi) are of the opinion that
before the giving of the Torah, such children would also be considered not Jewish.  
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